Criminology, Law & Society Majors
Study Abroad

Fulfill Upper Division Crim, Law & Society electives:
(courses in English)

Recommended UCI courses to fulfill abroad:

- EAP Australia
  Various universities

- EAP Netherlands
  Leiden University

- EAP Singapore
  National University of Singapore

- EAP United Kingdom
  Various universities

- Deviance C107
- Criminological Theory C108
- Theories of Punishment C111
- Forensic Science, Law, & Society C132

And many more!

See details at www.cie.uci.edu/academics/cls.html

"All CLS majors can benefit from taking courses overseas and learning about the society and legal system where they reside. We all know that the best kind of learning is when you travel and get to know people in other parts of the world, because when you learn about them, you learn about how our society functions and why. For CLS students especially, you live for a while in a country that has a different legal system and various types of criminal behavior that contrast with our own. Look into EAP and start planning now. Double your educational advantage for your future!"
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